SCENARIO PLANNING
FOR THE
AGILE INSTITUTION

Introduction
Uncertainty in Higher Education Today
Finance teams in today’s colleges and universities demand
sophisticated solutions and approaches to manage the
uncertainties they face. These uncertainties include a
changing funding picture, volatile market conditions, evolving
student demographics, increased scrutiny on performance
and even changes in how learning is being delivered.
Forward-looking university stakeholders must juggle
numerous tasks as they address these challenges. In
addition to the traditional planning activities of creating
budgets and managing costs, they must also evaluate long
range capital options seeking to optimize the use of capital in
alignment with university goals. Working with administration
officials they must balance the aspirations for growth and
excellence with strong fiscal governance ensuring long-term
sustainability. All of these activities require timely reporting
and analytics to management and boards, such that all
stakeholders have clear insight to what’s happening and
where the college or university is headed.
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Why Scenario Planning?
Problems with the “annual budget”
In many instances, finance teams create an annual budget with
one underlying scenario in mind. Institutions feel a great sense of
accomplishment in completing “the budget” or “the forecast” without
realizing they have focused all their attention on one potential
scenario. Add inflexible, spreadsheet-based tools to the planning
process and the ability to build scenarios or model based on a variety
of assumptions becomes virtually impossible.

Scenario-Based Planning
The uncertainty universities face on several levels must be
acknowledged and ideally quantified. Scenario planning allows
universities to better understand the sensitivity to key assumptions
and to evaluate potential outcomes against which strategies, tactics
and budgets can be tested. It offers flexibility beyond the scope of
what static spreadsheets can offer ultimately allowing finance teams
the ability to plan more effectively by surfacing both opportunities
and problems in potential future states.
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“What If” Modeling
To evaluate the best course of action, university finance teams ideally
would process and consider various scenarios focusing on both
independent and dependent variables to performance. It is important
for all stakeholders to understand underlying assumptions and the
sensitivity of results to changes in those assumptions. Often the
best plan is the one which works well in the most likely scenario but
also holds up if assumptions around revenue prove to be adverse.
Multi-dimensional planning systems that enable this sort of “what if”
analysis are vital in this regard.
When planners are able to combine dimensional data, assumptions,
and business logic together into relevant scenarios, then the ability
for the institution to plan, manage risk and ultimately achieve its goals
becomes more likely.
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Scenario Planning Hurdles
9%
12%

So why doesn’t everyone do regular scenario analysis?

19%

25%

35%

In research Axiom EPM conducted earlier in the year, only 19% of the 300+
organizations surveyed said they simulated alternative scenarios regularly.
When probed further to understand why, we learned that the impediment to
scenario planning did not come from the top. In fact, management teams of most
organizations had a strong interest in understanding and evaluating different
scenarios, including the corresponding strategies necessary for course correction.
If management support is not the issue, what are the main hurdles to enterprise
scenario modeling? Our survey yielded the following results:

19%

35%

25%
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We regularly process and
present alternative scenarios
to management

36%

We occasionally process and
present alternative scenarios
to management

28%
14%

We seldom process and
present alternative scenarios
to management

12%

We do conduct scenario
modeling

9%

I don't know
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Overcoming the Primary Hurdles
Our survey reveals four main reasons finance organizations struggle to deliver this functionality:

1
2

3
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Bandwidth Constraints (“We don’t have enough time”): Scenario modeling does not need to be a time drain. Well-designed
technology that’s coupled with the right data and modeling logic results in a great deal of process automation. Altering a driver
assumption and processing a new scenario should take minutes, not hours or days.

Technology Deficiency (“Our system isn’t set up to do it”): In some organizations, the underlying technology being deployed
was not designed to support the rapid creation and processing of multiple scenarios. This is somewhat rare as most planning
systems (excluding stand-alone spreadsheets) are designed by software engineers to support this capability. Certainly some do it
more elegantly than others. In its crudest form, planners need to be able to clone models, alter assumptions, update user input
in light of new assumptions, process and store scenarios, compare and analyze results.

Configuration Deficiency (“We haven’t created a driver-based model”): Unfortunately this is fairly common situation; client
and consulting teams don’t invest adequate time upfront designing models that have robust cause and effect relationships at
the business logic layer of the application. Even if cause and effect relationships (e.g. Enrollment * Tuition Rate - financial aid =
net tuition revenue) are established, models need to be designed such that the assumption sets and the storage of results can
be dynamic. Having robust business logic that doesn’t easily store different versions of assumptions or results will completely
handicap the process of producing scenarios.

Lack of institutional knowledge (“Management hasn’t shown interest”): One can’t model what one doesn’t understand. Of
all the hurdles to scenario modeling this may be the most difficult master. To overcome this challenge, high performing finance
organizations proactively work with the lines of business to better understand the dynamics of what drives revenue and costs.
They bring visibility into this leading indicators and they eventually construct models that leverage them.
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Getting Started: Determining Drivers
University finance teams can provide strategic value to the institution
when they present new insights into the interaction of external (e.g.
competitive tuition changes) and internal (e.g. enrollment growth/
decline) drivers. Scenario planning is predicated on a carefully
constructed driver based model.
Consider these guidelines when determining which drivers to model
from the full universe of possibilities:

•
•
•
•

Rank drivers relative to their level of uncertainty and their level of
impact on the university.
Include both external and internal drivers
Especially for those drivers of high uncertainty and high impact –
construct various scenarios
If possible, automate the data capture process of drivers
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High

Level of
Uncertainty

More
Important
Less
Important

Low
Low

Level of Impact

High

An Initiative Based Approach to Scenario Planning
Once drivers are established, scenario planning can be initiated by
creating base cases, comprised of a baseline set of assumptions,
based upon business as usual given known cost and appropriationbased variables. More than one baseline set of assumptions might

be needed (i.e., conservative, aggressive). Additionally, initiatives
modeled separately allow institutions to evaluate how directed efforts
related to growth, cost containment or process improvement will
(or should) impact the institution.

Base Case
Given current trends, what is our
financial outlook 3-10 years?

Base Case
(Conservative)

Examples:

Initiatives
As we prioritize growth or cost
containment initiatives, what is the
incremental impact?

Initiative #1

Initiative #2

Initiative #3

Initiative #4
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• Expand overseas program
• Capital campaign
• Build new student recreation center
• Debt re-structure
Analysis Contains:

Scenarios
What is the impact on our baseline
projections given the initiatives
we’ve proposed?

• Driver-based model
• Funding assumptions
• Salary assumptions
• Capital constraints

Consolidated Results

• Income statement
• Balance sheet
• Cash flow
• Key ratios

Output of Long Range Planning
As the organization moves through the scenario planning process, a set of initiatives emerges as the most
appropriate and are incorporated into the long range plan. From the scenario process, sets of alternative plans
may exist that may prove useful as external and internal events unfold.

Alternate Scenarios

Approved Plan
Informed by key drivers
• High impact
• High variability

Base Case
(Most Likely)

Initiative #1

Initiative #2

Initiative #3
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Base Case
(Upside)

Initiative #1

Initiative #3

Base Case
(Downside)

Initiative #2

Initiative #1

Initiative #4

Initiative #2

Scenario Planning Adapting to Change
The approved plan should contain a set of targets with which the
organization can build scorecards to monitor performance. A unified
planning approach brings these different processes together.
As events unfold, the organization monitors leading indicators and

Long Range
Plan

Targets

potentially reforecast expectations. A material event change may
trigger the consideration of alternate scenarios. These initiatives have
already been considered and planned so the organization can move
with confidence in times of uncertainty.

Operations
Plan

Alternate Scenarios

Base Case
(Upside)

Initiative #1

Initiative #3
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Base Case
(Downside)

Initiative #2

Initiative #1

Initiative #4

Initiative #2

Leading
Indicators

Rapidly and Easily Create Planning Scenarios
As demonstrated, scenario planning is becoming an increasingly
important aspect to financial planning. It can provide a number of
benefits, from simply helping organizations define the key drivers of
performance and better understand their sensitivity to these drivers,
to providing a crucial change in perspective that allows organizations
to eliminate biases and become open to new strategies.

Axiom EPM’s functionally rich platform for scenario-based enterprise
performance management allows you to rapidly and effectively
perform this important planning function. Its rapid scenario creation
tools allow you to easily create planning scenarios to perform
activities such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate different business cases
Rank and select various initiatives
Conduct rapid “what if” analysis
Perform sensitivity analysis
Run plan versioning
Compare any given set of scenarios side-by-side

Volatility is the new normal in higher education today. Axiom EPM
can help you analyze and model changes to different assumptions to
both manage risk and identify opportunities.
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About Kaufman Hall
Since 1985, Kaufman Hall has been a leading advisor to senior management

professionals to manage data in a familiar environment – while providing

teams and boards of the nation’s most distinguished institutions, helping them

unmatched modeling flexibility and enterprise performance.

to incorporate proven methods into their strategic planning and financial
management, quantify the financial impact of their plans and actions, and

Axiom EPM software has consistently received the top customer satisfaction

consistently achieve their goals. Our services use a rigorous, disciplined, and

ratings in the industry across a variety of dimensions including overall

structured approach that is based on the principles of corporate finance.

experience, implementation and support.*

The breadth and integration of our advisory services is unparalleled. Services

For more information, visit kaufmanhall.com/highereducation to learn more

encompass strategy; financial and capital planning; debt and derivatives-related

about our service offerings and axiomepm.com/highereducation to learn

financial transactions; capital allocation and decision making; and mergers,

more about our industry leading software capabilities.

acquisitions, real estate, and joint ventures. No other professional services firm

budgeting &
forecasting

operating in the non-profit education and healthcare sector combines all of
these services under a single corporate umbrella.
To complement our advisory services, for more than 20 years Kaufman Hall
has provided software products that support decision-making processes and
sustainable strategies and plans. In 2014, Kaufman Hall acquired Axiom EPM,

student aid
planning

axiom

a leading provider of planning systems to higher education. The acquisition of

EPM

Axiom has provided Kaufman Hall with a world-class software platform, creating
a unified company with unmatched expertise and experience in data-driven
analysis to transform financial, operational, and strategic planning.
Axiom EPM offers the industry’s leading enterprise performance platform
that has been built for finance users on modern technology. Axiom EPM is

tuition planning

unified platform

long-range
planning

reporting &
analytics

configured specifically for higher education and includes solutions for longrange planning, budgeting & forecasting, enrollment planning, grants planning,
student aid planning, reporting and analytics on a single, integrated software
platform that is easy to use and promotes broad organizational adoption. Axiom
EPM embraces and extends Microsoft Excel® functionality, allowing finance
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*Customers Rate Their CPM Vendors in Gartner’s User Survey,
Christopher Iervolino, John E. Van Decker, June 2015; BPM
Partners 2015 Pulse Survey, May 2015

grants management

